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Vision Racer Simulators 

 
 

The Vision Racing Simulators are great entertainment at any indoor event. The Vision Racers can race on 

either formula 1 or rally circuits. Each Vision Racer will be given a race time, so if required a winner can be 

recorded. If you have a larger budget you can hire the Vision Racers & Motorbike Simulators. Each Vision 

Racer simulator has a 26’’ LCD TV, adjustable rally seat, pedals/controls & surround sound.  

Motorbike Simulators 

 
 

These twin Motorbike Simulators are great entertainment indoor event. The pair of scaled motorbike 

simulators race 2 laps against the clock around Donnington Park race circuit. The Motorbike Simulators 

have 32’’ LCD screens giving the riders a great experience on the Moto GP motorbike simulators.  

Pit Stop Challenge 

 
The Pit Stop Challenge is a great side attraction for any event. Pit stop challenge can be used indoors or 

outdoors Each person competes against the clock to change the wheels on the pit stop car as fast as they 

can. This is a good addition to the Vision Racers or Motobike Simulators.  
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This is our 8 lane compact slot car track. As with all our tracks we run races with Grand Prix music 

and commentary. This track is ideal if space is at a premium. 

 

 

Here's one for all you budding Lewis Hamilton's out their. Whether your 8 or 80 years old. As you 

line up for the start of the race, The Grand Prix music starts and its GO GO GO. The cars race down 

the main straight and into the first corner, You make it through but will your nerve hold for 10 laps. 

The race commentator will tell you where you are and if your car crashes out the race marshal's will 

put you back on. At the end of the event see if you are the champion of the day. 
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Jockey Derby Racing 

 
 

Jockey Derby Racing is a great interactive fun game. Using the horses between your legs, the 

players have to move the horses up & down as fast as they can. The quicker your horse moves the 

quicker your coloured horse moves on the race track. The Jockey Derby comes complete with 

sound & commentary. The Jockey Derby is great entertainment & something different for your 

indoor event. 

 

Inflatable Pony Hop Racing 

 
 

The Inflatable Pony Hop Racing is a great large attraction at any event. 4 people race at the same 

time race on the Inflatable pony’s along the 40ft track to the finish post. The inflatable Pony Hop 

Racing is suitable for tall children & adults. All participants wear Pony Hop Racing protected head 

guards. 
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Indoor Laser Clay Shooting 

 
The Indoor Laser Clay Shooting is a great attraction at any indoor event. The Laser Clay Shooting 

indoor system consists of a back drop with 5 static light targets, which light up at random. When 

each target lights up, all the players need to shoot at the same time. The lights will only stay on for 

a short time so you need to be quick and accurate. The scores will be displayed on the digital Laser 

Clay Shooting scoreboard after each round. At the end of each session the total score are 

displayed. Several games can be played using the indoor Laser Clay Shooting, such as, speedshot, 

rapidfire & skillshot. The space require for the indoor Laser Clay Shooting system is 15ft x 10ft. The 

indoor Laser Clay System will give great entertainment to everyone shooting at your indoor event. 

 

Indoor Fairground 

 
Large Selection of fairground side stalls including Coconut Shy, Tin Can Alley, Hook a Duck, Cork 

Shooting, Bullseye Shooting, Soccer Hoopla, Roll a Ball, Knock your Teeth Down, Clown Heads, Ball 

in a Bucket & High Test Your Strength Striker. 
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Batak Pro 

 
 

Batak Pro is a unique & very challenging game, requiring fast hands & good eye co-ordination. With 12 

illuminate lights you have to hit the lights which are lit as quickly as you can, after 30 seconds your score is 

displayed on the digital score. BATAK Pro caters for ALL levels of skill and is suitable for people of all ages, 

at all types of events and functions. The Batak Pro is certainly a crowd puller, visually it looks interesting and 

the digital score board racing against the clock, with participants wanting to beat other competitors and 

their own personnel best scores. The Batak Pro has 24 game settings which can be changed in seconds.  

 

Electronic Putting Game 

 

The Electronic Putting game is great indoor entertainment for any indoor event. The electronic putting 

game can be player by up to 4 players at a time. 9 holes are played with each game with each hole having 

different motorised undulating contours on the putting surface. The putting challenge has built in sensors 

which track the golf ball and gives each putting shot a score between 1 & 3 points. The total scores are 

displayed on the digital electronic putting game scoreboard.  
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Inflatable Velcro Darts 

 
 

The Inflatable Velcro Darts stands at 12ft high, (so no excuse for not hitting the board!) Each player is given 

3 velcro darts to throw at the inflatable dart board. Scoring is the same as normal darts. Great fun for all the 

family at any event 

 

Inflatable Kickstar Football Game 

 

The Kickstar Football game is great for all ages. The Kickstar game has a digital score board displaying each 

shot. This is a good football game to test your football skills. Each player has 3 shots at the pressure 

sensitive kickstar target, with the total score recorded. The Kick Star football game is great to hire for any 

event. 
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Inflatable Basketball 

 
The Inflatable Basketball game is a great side attraction for any fun day. Using small basketballs, each player 

has to get as many balls through the hoops as possible. The inflatable basketball is great entertainment for 

the whole family. 

 

 

Inflatable Beat The Goalie 

 

The Inflatable Beat the Goalie is a great fun football game. The Beat the Goalie inflatable has numbered 

target holes, which you have to try and kick the football through. The Inflatable Beat the Goalie is suitable 

for children & adults at any event. 

 

 

 
 


